
LEGAL NOTICE AND 
DISCLAIMER

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF USE
FEMDOM.SPAIN informs you that access to and use of this website, as well 
as the services and/or contents obtained or that may be obtained through it, 
are subject to the terms detailed in this Legal Notice. Therefore, if you do not 
agree with the considerations listed below, please do not use this website, as 
any use you make of it or of the contents and/or services included in it will 
imply acceptance of the legal terms contained in this text.
The navigation through the website of FEMDOM.SPAIN attributes the 
condition of user of the same and implies the full and unreserved acceptance 
of each and every one of the provisions included in this Legal Notice, which 
may undergo modifications. The user is obliged to make correct use of the 
website in accordance with the law, good faith, public order, traffic usage and 
this Legal Notice.
The user will be liable to FEMDOM.SPAIN or to third parties for any damages 
that may be caused as a result of the breach of this obligation. 
FEMDOM.SPAIN, reserves the right to make changes to the website without 
prior notice, in order to update, correct, modify, add or remove the contents of 
the same. Therefore, the conditions and terms included in this section may 
change at any time. Therefore, we invite you to review these terms when you 
visit this website again. Such modification shall apply as soon as it is 
available to the Users.
FEMDOM.SPAIN is not responsible for any damage caused by the User, due 
to an erroneous or improper use in relations with third parties, being the sole 
and exclusive responsibility of the User. In addition, FEMDOM.SPAIN is not 
responsible under any circumstances for any damages of any kind that may 
be caused, for example as a result of the transmission of a virus or malicious 
programs, despite having taken all necessary technological measures to 
prevent it. The User undertakes not to use the FEMDOM.SPAIN website in a 
manner contrary to the provisions of current legislation. If the User decides 
not to accept this Legal Notice, he/she must abstain from accessing and/or 
using the contents and/or services offered by FEMDOM.SPAIN through its 
website.
ACCESS AND USE
Access to our website is free and open, except for the cost of connection to 
the telecommunications network provided by the operator contracted by each 



User. The simple access to the Web does not imply any kind of commercial 
relationship between FEMDOM.SPAIN and the user of the same. The user 
guarantees the authenticity and timeliness of all the data he or she 
communicates and will be solely responsible for any false or inaccurate 
statements made. The user expressly agrees to make appropriate use of the 
contents and services of FEMDOM.SPAIN and not to use them for, among 
others:
a) Disseminate content that is criminal, violent, racist, xenophobic, offensive, 
defending terrorism or, in general, contrary to the law or public order.
b) Introduce computer viruses in the network or perform actions that could 
alter, damage, interrupt or generate errors or damage in the electronic 
documents, data or physical and logical systems of FEMDOM.SPAIN or third 
parties; as well as hinder the access of other users to the website and its 
services through the massive consumption of computer resources through 
which FEMDOM.SPAIN provides its services.
c) Violate the rights of intellectual or industrial property, as well as violate the 
confidentiality of the information of FEMDOM.SPAIN or third parties.
d) Reproducing, copying, distributing, making available or in any other way 
publicly communicating, transforming or modifying the contents, unless the 
authorisation of the holder of the corresponding rights has been obtained or 
this is legally permitted.
e) Collect data for advertising purposes and to send advertising of any kind 
and communications for sales or other commercial purposes without prior 
request or consent.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
FEMDOM.SPAIN, by itself or as assignee, is the owner of all the intellectual 
and industrial property rights of its website, as well as the elements contained 
therein (including but not limited to images, text, trademarks or logos, 
combinations of colours, structure and design) owned by it or its licensors. All 
rights reserved.The reproduction, transformation, distribution and public 
communication, including the way in which it is made available, of all or part 
of the contents of this website, for commercial purposes, in any medium and 
by any technical means, without the prior written authorisation of 
FEMDOM.SPAIN is expressly prohibited. Failure to comply with the foregoing 
shall entitle FEMDOM.SPAIN to take appropriate legal action. The user 
undertakes to respect the intellectual and industrial property rights of 
FEMDOM.SPAIN, as owner or assignee. You may view the elements of the 
Web portal and even print, copy and store them on the hard disk of your 
computer or on any other physical medium provided that it is solely and 
exclusively for your personal and private use. The distribution, modification, 
transfer or public communication of the contents and any other act that has 



not been expressly authorized by the owner of the exploitation rights are 
prohibited.

HYPERLINKS
The establishment of a hyperlink does not imply in any case the existence of 
relations between FEMDOM.SPAIN and the owner of the website in which it 
is established, nor the acceptance and approval by FEMDOM.SPAIN of its 
contents or services. Those who intend to establish a hyperlink must 
previously request written authorization from FEMDOM.SPAIN

WARRANTIES AND LIABILITY
FEMDOM.SPAIN excludes, to the extent permitted by law, any liability for 
damages of any kind arising from:
a) The impossibility of accessing the website or the lack of veracity, accuracy, 
completeness and/or timeliness of the contents, as well as the existence of 
vices and defects of any kind in the contents transmitted, disseminated, 
stored, made available to those who have accessed through the website or 
the services offered.
b) The presence of viruses or other elements in the contents that may cause 
alterations in the computer systems, electronic documents or data of users.
c) Failure to comply with the law, good faith, public order, traffic usage and 
this legal notice as a result of incorrect use of the website. In particular, and 
by way of example, FEMDOM.SPAIN is not responsible for the actions of 
third parties that violate intellectual and industrial property rights, business 
secrets, rights to honour, personal and family privacy and image, as well as 
regulations on unfair competition and illicit advertising.
Likewise, FEMDOM.SPAIN declines any responsibility with respect to the 
information found outside this website and not managed directly by our 
webmaster. The purpose of the links that appear on this website is exclusively 
to inform the user about the existence of other sources that may expand the 
contents offered on this website. FEMDOM.SPAIN does not guarantee and is 
not responsible for the operation or accessibility of the linked sites. 

JURISDICTION
The applicable law in case of dispute or conflict of interpretation of the terms 
that make up this Legal Notice, as well as any issue related to the services 
and/or content hosted on this website, will be the law of Spain. For the 
resolution of any conflict that may arise from the use and access to the Web 
and / or services or content that may be offered, FEMDOM.SPAIN and the 
user agree to submit to the courts and tribunals competent under the law.




